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• Supplementing classroom materials

• Recording lectures 

• Enabling distance learning

• Digital signage

• Marketing to prospective students

• Student assignments

Poll Question #1: What is the most important role 
video plays on your campus?
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Importance of video for education is growing
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Why educators use video
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ABOUT THE SURVEY
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• Fifth year running

• >1500 respondents

• Online survey, April-May 2018

About the Survey
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Demographics

54%

12%

10%

14%

4%
4% 2%

In which sector does your institution fall?

Four-year college

Community college

Further or continuing Education

Primary/secondary education

Educational Technology
Organization

Foundation or Educational non-for-
profit organization

Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Respondents came from all sectors of education, with the majority coming from Higher Education. Three-quarters originated from North America. Institutions were split roughly evenly in terms of size of student population. There was also a fair amount of variation in regards to the size of the institutions represented, as measured by the number of Full Time Equivalent students. (Note: for the purposes of determining size, respondents from organizations that do not have students were not included.) Throughout this report, we referred to institution size in terms of small (less than 4,000), medium (4,000-15,000), and large (greater than 15,000) institutions.
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Respondents by Role
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Which of the following best fits your role in the 
institution?
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THE EDUCATOR 
PERSPECTIVE
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• 0%

• 25%

• 50%

• 75%

• 100%!

Poll Question #2: What percentage of the faculty at 
your institution would you guess feel comfortable 
making their own videos?
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26% report more than half the teachers at their 
school use video

9%

17%

29%

32%

12%

1%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

More than 75%

51%-75%

26%-50%

10%-25%

Less than 10%

None

What percentage of teachers at your institution 
regularly incorporate video in their curriculum?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most institutions report having at least some teachers regularly incorporating video in their curriculums. 26% of respondents reported that more than half of their teachers regularly use video. This is a slight increase from last year, when only 20% reported that more than half their teachers were regularly incorporating video.Some interesting patterns emerge when institutions are broken out according to stage. K-12/primary/secondary) institutions are much more likely to report high levels of video usage by teachers; 56% report that the majority of teachers are incorporating video. As the rising generation is far more video-savvy than previous generations, it makes sense that teachers would see video as the best way to engage their students. Further and continuing education institutions are also much more likely to report high adoption—20% of these schools have more than three-quarters of faculty using video. This likely has a slightly different reason, as this bracket almost certainly reaches a much higher proportion of distance learners.Community colleges (2 year institutions granting associates’ degrees) show the lowest rates of video adoption by teachers, with the majority of respondents reporting low rates of video usage across the institution. 4-year colleges/universities fall somewhere in the middle.
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How Institutions Use Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video is immensely popular for teaching and learning uses, especially showing video in the classroom (which 82% of respondents report). Additionally, more than two thirds of the surveyed institutions use video for supplementary material (74%), student assignments (69%), and lecture capture (68%).Campus events (such as performances, athletics, ceremonies, and VIP visits) are also becoming a major use for video, with over half reporting that they record campus events for on demand (57%) and live viewing (51%).More than half (57%) also use video for externally facing purposes, including marketing, communications, admissions, alumni relations, and other similar uses.While using video for feedback is still relatively early in the adoption process, its usage is growing.
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Big growth in higher ed for lecture capture, 
internal organization usage; steady for flipped 
classrooms

65%

43%

58%

79%

52%

60%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Lecture Capture Internal Organization Flipped Classrooms

Change in adoption

2016 2018

21%

20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past two years, there were two big gains in which video use cases higher educational institutions employ. Lecture capture is the biggest gain, leaping up by 21% since 2016. Clearly lecture capture has gained steam over the last two years. Interestingly, “Internal organization usage (e.g., internal collaboration, training employees, IT support and FAQs, etc.)” also showed an increase by 20%. Apparently more institutions are using video to help their staff stay organized and informed.Flipped classrooms is less dramatic, but has shown slow and steady gains since we first started the survey in 2014, progressing from 51% to 60% in 2018.Otherwise, most use cases changed only slightly. (For example, respondents reporting video shown in the classroom decreased by 1% while supplemental materials increased by 1%.) The average overall change was a 3% increase. Only “Video shown in the classroom,” “Recording campus events for on-demand viewing,” and “Teaching skills by recording students practicing in class” decreased, and each of them only by 1%, which could easily be considered within the margin of error.(There have been some changes in the exact wording of the questions, which makes comparisons in some categories impossible. Similarly, some questions have been added or dropped over time. The results in 2017 show a remarkable difference from the trajectories shown across all the other years. There is a large drop in usage nearly across the board. In 2018, the numbers have returned to nearly exactly the 2016 levels, with only a few increases. We do not have an conclusive reasons why; as far as we can tell, this may have been some kind of statistical or population fluke. This is why we have compared against 2016, which was more in line with previous data.)
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The Tools Educators Have (And Need)

32%

33%

37%

39%

44%

56%

59%

51%

52%

49%

13%

9%

12%

9%

6%

Staff to help w/video creation/management

Equipment (Cameras, hosting servers, etc.)

Simple publishing workflows

Training and support for existing tools

Easy-to-use video capture tools

Rate the availability to educators at your institution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the major factors in how video is used on campus is whether users have access to the tools they need, and if they know how to use those tools.Most institutions report that their faculty can at least create video easily, with 94% reporting at least some availability of easy-to-use capture tools. 88% of faculty have at least some ability to use simple workflows to publish their work.In terms of support, 91% of faculty get training. 87% of educators have at least some access to staff who can help them with video production.While high numbers have at least partial access to the resources they need to create and publish video, the numbers reporting full availability are much, much lower. There is still a great deal of work to be done.
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More than half are using more than one way to 
host/manage video

1%

35%

39%

56%

70%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

We don’t use video

Video portal controlled by institution

Video tools built into the LMS

Video platform integrated w/LMS

Public sites (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.)

When your institution uses video, what platform do 
you use to host and manage that video?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of institutions are using publicly-available sites such as YouTube or Vimeo to host at least part of their video. Such sites are easy, familiar, convenient, and free, On the other hand, they pose a number of concerns regarding security, privacy, accessibility, control, and branding. So it’s unsurprising that many of them use additional methods—only 17% rely on these sites alone.Choosing a video platform that is integrated into the school’s Learning Management System (LMS) is popular, with over half of respondents choosing this option. More than a third like to use the video tools built into their LMS, but only 12% try to make do with just those tools.Slightly over a third have their own standalone video portal.66%of respondents are using more than one way to hosting and managing video8% reported using ALL of the offered optionsThe biggest takeaway is that most schools are choosing hybrid approaches, using multiple ways to manage their video content.
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Seeking fewer vendors

3%

7%

7%

8%

17%

26%

33%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Future-proofing

Most customizable solution

Student and faculty feedback

Compliance to standards

Ease of use

Total cost of ownership

Most comprehensive solution

When choosing a new vendor for video technology, 
what is the MOST IMPORTANT factor for your 
institution?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When organizations do choose to deploy a video platform of their own, they need to decide which platform will work best for their needs. Many factors go into this decision. However, when asked which is the most important factor, a third of respondents seek a platform that offers the “most comprehensive solution (combines the most uses and integrates with the most existing systems, so you need fewer different vendors overall)”. While most schools are, as noted previously, using more than one solution, they would prefer to keep that number as low as possible.Another quarter consider cost the most important factor. Since cost savings are one reason to keep the total number of vendors low, these two top priorities are somewhat intertwined.Several other factors received noticeable but less significant number of institutions considering them the top priority—compliance to standards, feedback from students and faculty, flexibility, and an eye toward future-proofing.
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Interest in more advanced video features is high

18%

20%

33%

34%

35%

39%

52%

61%

68%

56%

55%

55%

53%

39%

21%

12%

10%

12%

10%

8%

9%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Note-taking

In-video search

Chapters

In-video quizzing

Synchronized slides

Mobile apps for watching video on the go

Closed captions

How is your institution currently using the following 
advanced video features?

Currently using Would like to use Not useful

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Institutions are very interested in going beyond simple video watching or even capture, however. They express high rates of interest in a number of “advanced” features for their videos.Closed captions has reached a tipping point, with 52% of respondents reporting that they are currently using the technology, and only 9% believing it not to be useful.Even more believe in the importance of mobile apps, with 92% either already using or interested in using apps for watching video on the go.More than a third use synchronized slides, chapters, or interactive video quizzes as part of their video content.While much has been made of adding note-taking features to video, only 18% of respondents report actually using the feature; a higher percentage (21%) do not believe it is a useful feature.
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How Does Video Affect Faculty?

68%

74%

83%

83%

31%

25%

16%

17%

0%

1%

2%

0%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Attracting the right teachers to your institution

Making the on-boarding process of new employees more smooth

Increasing satisfaction of teachers from their teaching
experience

Increasing educator collaboration and professional development

How would you rate the potential impact of video on 
the following?

Positive impact No Impact Negative impact
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• “Visual stimuli enhance not only the students' 
interest and concentration, but also their 
retention." - Educator, small European 
primary/secondary school district

• “I think the role of video will expand 
dramatically. Younger teachers will be more 
skilled at the use of video and look to integrate 
it into a learning environment. Students are 
very receptive to watching short videos.” –
Educator, small North American K-12 district

• "...The challenge comes with new ADA laws.  
For smaller campuses, video development is 
up to the instructor and many instructors are 
limited in time and technology when it comes 
to many of the features campus administration 
insists need to be included in classroom 
videos." - Educator, small community college, North 
America

Quotes from Educators
• "Great for sharing information visually and 

responding to visual learners needs. Good for 
capturing demonstrations and exemplar practice, 
assessment evidence etc. AR & VR provide good 
alternatives to having the real thing or having to 
go on a visit - so safer and more consistent." -
Educator, small European further or continuing education 
institution

• "Complete dependence on mobile devices and a 
"mobile first" approach to technology - even today 
we see students phasing out laptops in favor of 
phones and tablets for the entirety of the academic 
experience." - Educator, medium North American 4-year 
institution

• “The video education allows students to 
learn anywhere and anytime at their own 
pace and convenience.” – Educator, small Asian 
university
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The Student Perspective
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• It feels familiar to their generation

• It’s more engaging

• They can watch it when and where they want

• They can watch it as many times as they need to

• It makes education more accessible to them

Poll #3: What seems to draw students most to 
video content?
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Active creation of video by students is in an earlier 
stage

4%

10%

20%

30%

32%

3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

More than 75%

51%-75%

26%-50%

10%-25%

Less than 10%

None

What percentage of students at your institution 
create/include videos as part of their class work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While students engage with the video that their instructors provide, fewer instructors are asking students to create or include video in assignments themselves. 15% of institutions report that more than half their students are actively using video (rather than merely watching it passively). Student video creation shows similar patterns to teacher video creation when broken out by type of institution. Primary schools lead in having students use video actively, indicating what may be a rising trend that will start to hit later stages of education in the future.Similarly, the further/continuing education institutions are taking more advantage of students’ ability to participate via video, as online students can participate more fully through video.Again, community colleges are lagging behind their fellows in embracing video creation by students.
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The Tools Students Have (And Need)

17%

20%

26%

23%

34%

53%

55%

55%

55%

51%

29%

25%

20%

23%

15%

Staff to help w/video creation/management

Equipment (Cameras, hosting servers, etc.)

Simple publishing workflows

Training and support for existing tools

Easy-to-use video capture tools

Rate the availability to students at your institution

Fully Available Somewhat Available Not Available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students have slightly more trouble with creating video than staff, with 85% having at least some availability of video capture tools. Only 75% of students have some access to cameras and other equipment necessary for producing video. (This may also be impacted by distance students, who cannot access physical resources located on campus.) 80% of students have at least some ability to use simple workflows to publish their work. 77% get at least some training in how to do so. 71% have some access to staff who can help with video production.While high numbers have at least partial access to the resources they need to create and publish video, the numbers reporting full availability are much, much lower. In addition, students typically have much fewer resources available to them. There is still a great deal of work to be done.
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How Does Video Affect Students?

64%

78%

80%

84%

92%

35%

21%

20%

16%

7%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Increasing sense of affiliation of alumni with the institution

Attracting the right students to your institution

Making the on-boarding process of new students more smooth

Increasing student achievements

Increasing satisfaction of students from their learning experience

How would you rate the potential impact of video on 
the following?

Positive impact No Impact Negative impact
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• “I see that this university, if it is not updated, will be left behind and if it 
does not offer videos of classes, demonstrations and education in general 
that are very useful now in these times, I see that for five more years 
will be more solicited.” – Student, medium-sized South American university

• “Video is helpful for explaining topics, but the real benefit will be 
through individualized responsive tutorials that learn with the user and 
provide instruction catered to where a student” – Student, small North 
American four-year college

• “Crucial; however, I’m undertaking a visual ethnographic study and find 
that most teachers need more support with using video tools” – Student, 
medium-sized European university

Quotes from Students
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Hot Topics: Lecture 
Capture and Accessibility
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• Student demand

• Instructor demand

• Administration decisions

Poll #4: What most drives technological 
changes like adopting lecture capture or 
captioning on your campus?
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69% of schools already using lecture capture

31%

50%

9%
5% 5%

12%

27%
29%

15% 16%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

None Up to 25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

How many classes are recorded, and how is that 
likely to change in the future?

Currently captured

Would like to be capturing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lecture capture is still at an early stage of full-scale adoption. Some institutions have jumped in whole-heartedly. Others are still not ready to begin or even sure how much they want to commit to.5% of respondents are already recording three quarters to all of their classes; however, an additional 11% want to get to that point in the future. 10% record more than half of their classes (with 31% aspiring to that state). In total 69% of schools already use lecture capture. 88% either use it or intend to in the future.
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Half of schools capturing less than 25% of their 
classrooms

8%

27%

5%

7%

28%

13%

12%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Other

We don’t record any classrooms

Every classroom

Most classes in new or renovated buildings

Small combination of large lecture halls/experiential classrooms

Just experiential classrooms

Just a few large auditoriums/lecture halls

What kind of classroom are you recording?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the moment, however, half the schools surveyed that are capturing classrooms, capture only up to 25% of their classes. (There is some discrepancy in the number of respondents recording “no classes” versus “no classrooms.”)Which classes are being captured? It’s not surprising from the above results that most capture just a few large lecture halls, just a few cutting-edge experiential classrooms, or a small combination of the two (with the combination being the most popular option).
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Hybrid lecture capture solutions predominate

18%

22%

40%

16%

3%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

We don’t use lecture capture

I don’t know

A mix

Just software

Just hardware

How do you prefer to deploy your 
lecture capture?

25%

22%

25%

8%

19%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

We don’t use lecture capture 
hardware

I don’t know

A mix

DIY appliances

Pre-built solutions

If you use lecture capture hardware, 
does your institution use pre-built 
solutions, DIY appliances, or a mix?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When deploying lecture capture, it’s possible to use just a fully built hardware solution, a software solution that uses existing cameras, or a hybrid of the two. For a hardware solution, one can use a pre-built solution or go the DIY route.Many respondents aren’t sure what their institution is currently using. The most popular approaches appear to be hybrids, both of hardware and software and of pre-built and DIY hardware. On many campuses, different schools within a university have handled lecture capture differently, which contributes to the hodge-podge effect. For an administrator looking to unify solutions, as mentioned previously, highly flexible solutions will be necessary to meet the many needs.
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Accessibility laws are driving captioning

10%

4%

15%

31%

40%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Other

State regulations

Mandate from administration

Student demand

Accessibility laws

What is the MOST IMPORTANT factor driving your 
accessibility efforts?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accessibility has become an increasingly important topic for educational institutions in recent years. The tightening and defining of accessibility laws is the largest factor for the most respondents in their accessibility efforts, at 40%. However, student demand is also a major factor, with 31% of respondents naming it as the chief driver of accessibility efforts on their campus.
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But no consensus on how to handle captions

14%

24%

25%

13%

12%

13%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

I don’t know

We do not caption anything and it’s up to the creator of the 
video if needed

Blend of internal and 3rd party captions

3rd party for select video

3rd party for all video

Internally creating captions

How are you currently handling captions of your video 
assets?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a school starts to try to make video more accessible, there is even less of a consensus on how to do so. A quarter of respondents are using a blend of third party captioning services and internally created captions. Nearly another quarter put the full responsibility for providing any captions on the video’s creator, if captions prove to be necessary. 
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• “We are adding lecture capture to every 
classroom in our new building." - Video 
production team, small North American community 
college

• "Students are going to begin to expect and 
demand that video exists." - System 
administrator, large North American 4-year 
institution

• “Discussion boards in online education will 
become video driven. Lectures will be 
recorded and delivered, leaving more time 
for Prof's to spend on personalized 
education for each individual” – Educator, 
large North American university

Quotes on lecture capture and accessibility

• “Video will impact education in a 
positive aspect as long as it is 
accessible to all.” – Educator, large 
North American university

• “It should be an accessible asset, 
but not a requirement, and never 
the sole means of information or 
assessment.” – Educator, small North 
American K-12 district
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The Future
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• Better content creation tools

• Better accessibility

• More unified media management

• More exciting interactivity

Poll question #5: What’s the one thing you think 
would most help increase the adoption of video on 
campus
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Eager anticipation for tomorrow’s video 
technologies

42%

52%

54%

66%

68%

47%

40%

40%

31%

29%

11%

7%

6%

3%

3%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

VR/AR/360 video

Auto-scoring

Predictive analytics

Self-paced curriculums

Interactive videos

How important do you think the following cutting-edge 
video technologies will be to education in the future?

Extremely important Somewhat important Not important
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• “While video is increasing in importance, I think that we'll see a greater 
impact as institutions shift toward more interactive and dynamic video 
solutions. To some degree, videos have been used to replicate the 
traditional lecture-based approach to teaching, but new interactive 
features (including quizzing, VR, and 360 video) will help make video an 
asset that brings a totally new way of learning into the classroom. In 
addition, because video production is such an important and marketable 
skill, I believe that we'll see a strong demand from students and 
potential employers for graduates to have experience with video 
production and digital storytelling.” - Instructional Designer, large North 
American university

Future Technologies
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Any Questions?

Michal Tsur
President and Co-founder, 
Kaltura

Jeff Rubenstein
VP of Global Product 
Strategy and Business 
Development, Kaltura
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